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Where Eagles Dare 

By Al Collins 

In Sector 21 of my eBook I discuss Altars, 
Structures and Strongholds, both holy and evil. 

 
I’ve been led to expand on this topic with some 

more insight to assist those who are doing or want 
to do Xtreme Big Game Hunting (XBGH) for their 

nation. 
 

A nation can be dealt with as easily as with a 
person! (I’m not kidding!) 

 
God seeks someone to do XBGH for their nation! 

“So I (God) sought (hunted) for a man among them 
who would make a wall, and stand in the gap before Me 

on behalf of the land (do XBGH for a nation), that I 
should not destroy it; but I found no one. Therefore I 

have poured out My indignation on them; I have 
consumed them with the fire of My wrath; and I have 
recompensed their deeds on their own heads,” says the 

Lord GOD.” Ezekiel 22:30-31 NKJV 

A nation can be destroyed slowly or quickly by 
God because of satan’s strategies. Some would say 

that people destroy nations through war, yet 
spiritual forces (holy and evil) are behind physical 

“war machines” to produce physical results.  

Many nations of the world today are suffering 
from civil war, crime, plagues, and economic 

meltdown. A XBGH must go to God and find out 
which edge of the sword to use (perhaps both 

edges)… the edge against satan and/or the edge to 
stay God’s Hand against the nation                        

(Read how Moses stopped God from destroying 
Israel in Exodus 32:7-14.)  

 

 

Satan’s forces work to turn a nation away from 
God, to bring about its destruction. They infect 

leaders, families, music, entertainment, education, 
government, and the church body (compromise).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When a human body is infected, let’s say a small 
tumor, we attack it with some cure to end the 
spread. Ignoring the tumor can lead to cancer 

throughout the body and to death of the entire 
body, even the majority healthy portions. If a 

nation, like a human body, has a tumor, let’s say 
one corrupt leader (Hitler) that is tolerated, the 

tumor grows worse, cancer spreads and the entire 
body (land/economy/cities/nation of people) can 

be destroyed, even the healthy portions.  
 

When a person has a “false-Christianity” (deliberate 
or in ignorance) or an anti-Christian mind-set 

(nation=false religions/corrupt government), the 
evil kingdom has the right and ability to infect it, as 
the immune system (spiritual power, authority) is 
down (God’s blessings removed or His Hand set 

against the body/nation). Traumas/accidents 
(wars), cancer (plagues), job loss (economic woes) 

come to the body to break it down. The body 
(nation) will be crippled, experience very poor 
health and die prematurely… XBGH is needed! 

 
      

 How to Save a Nation  

 

Destruction 
of Israel  
in 70 AD  
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Roman 
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With a person, each (at age of reason) governs their own mind and body… 
they need to alter their mindset to accept salvation through Jesus.  

XBGH is used, under God’s guidance, weapons, timing, to combat the evil entity(ies) that are set against 
their minds, as people’s minds are blinded from the gospel (2 Cor, 4:4).  Once the mind is clear, the person 
must accept Christ (God) to put into motion the cure process. This process differs with everyone depending 
on the spread and kinds of infections (i.e. iniquity, unforgiveness, occult activity, sexual activity, traumas, 
etc.) XBGH again to do deliverance on a person to eradicate evil spirits, mental upsets and physical diseases 

to bring the body to physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health and strength. The body is brought 
under God’s protection, mercies, blessings, peace, prosperity and life. 

 
A nation is a body made up of many people. Like a body a nation has many organs (government, police, 

economy, education, religion, arts). Similar XBGH concepts apply for a nation as for one person. Although 
we see one physical person or government at the head of a nation (mind-set), a spiritual XBGH like a 
Moses, Elijah, Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, or Ezekiel, has affected the spiritual realm to change nations.  

 
A person has a right to govern their own mind/body (even in a dictatorship they can decide).  

One Christian has a right, has the power, has the authority and is still hunted by God  
to “stand in the gap” (Ezekiel 22:31-32) (do XBGH) to save a nation!  

As I taught in a lesson months ago, Norway was once a pagan, warring nation that was turned to 
Christianity by one prophecy from a hermit given to King Olaf.  

Norway has been a peaceful, Christian nation in prosperity for 1000 years!  
Cantons within Switzerland warred with each other until an agreement brokered by hermit Nicolas von 

Flue, was accepted (no doubt through God’s direction) that has kept this country in peace within itself and 
with and from others for about 600 years, even when it was surrounded by Nazi Germany in WWII! 

 
Once a principality(ies), powers and evil entities are removed from blinding a nation (its leaders/people) 

from the gospel, infections in organs can be reversed. Think like you’re God’s doctor for a nation! 
 

  If you feel like your faith is too small, try it out in person on a person (deliverance), then in the spirit for a 
person, then your neighborhood, then city, then nation. If you have grandiose faith, go hunting in the 

spirit to do XBGH for other cities and nations! 
 

You must be willing. Get and keep yourself right with God. Ask God to show you what to do. You may 
have to battle certain evil entities in order (as Joshua fought certain battles in order), you may be led to 

plead with God to hold His Hand of wrath back (like Moses did), you may be led to lead a XBGH team to 
prevent or stop a World War (like Rees Howells from Wales did against Nazi Germany), you may be led to 
go Olafing (connect with a world leader leader(s) with a Word from God like the hermits of Norway and 

Switzerland), you may be led to back up (be a Daniel Nash) to a modern day Charles Finney. 
  

Be patient and persistent with XBGH,  
but always wait and work with God whether for a person or a nation or anything in-between! 

 
If you aren’t given weapons or a target, then you don’t hunt! Just stay right with God and worshipping, 
praising and thanking God until He has something for you to do! Be that one that God’s hunting for!  

 
 

  Good Hunting! 
 

God needs ND’s… “Nation Doctors”! 
 


